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Of what is the animal mind capable? The extent to which animals may be similar to (or different
from) humans in terms of mental functions has been an issue of some interest to psychologists
for many years, as it may shed some valuable insight into the evolutionary development of such
complex cognitive processes as reasoning, planning, and problem solving. Although these
processes were initially thought to be exclusive to humans, a considerable amount of research in
the area of comparative psychology is beginning to suggest that certain animal species (such as
apes, dolphins, and birds) may actually have the capacity for them, as well.1
For instance, in an extensive series of studies conducted over the past four decades,
animal behaviorist Irene Pepperberg has found evidence to suggest that the African Grey parrot
is potentially capable of developing basic competence in certain cognitive tasks.2‐8 Her most
intriguing findings in this regard come from her work with a male parrot subject named Alex,
who was capable of being trained to speak a vocabulary of more than 200 words and to develop
basic cognitive skills in arithmetic, object categorization and distinction (i.e., telling which
objects in a group are similar or different), and feature recognition (i.e., telling what color an
object is, and what it is made of). In several of Pepperberg’s studies, two or more of these skills
were combined together in the cognitive tasks given to Alex, requiring a certain amount of
reasoning in order to come up with the correct answer. The fairly consistent level of success that
Alex seemed to display in these tasks over time suggests that he wasn’t simply “parroting”
responses back in a random automatic fashion, which lends some consideration to the
possibility that he was employing some degree of cognitive thought.
Recent studies also seem to suggest that some dogs may have the potential to develop
the cognitive skill of learning by exclusion.9‐10 An illustrative example comes from the study of a
female border collie named Chaser, the personal pet of psychologist John Pilley.10 Over a three‐
year period, Chaser was trained to distinctly identify 1,022 individual objects by name and
specifically fetch certain ones whenever verbally given their unique name. One of the ways in
which Chaser’s cognitive skill was tested here was by seeing if she could retrieve an entirely new
object (the name of which she had not yet learned) by picking it out from among a set of
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“decoy” objects for which she’d already learned the names. To be successful, Chaser would
presumably have to recognize the named objects in the set and then inferentially single out the
new object by exclusion (on the basis of it not having a name that she has learned). Chaser has
been found to repeatedly demonstrate successful performance at this task, which hints at the
possibility that such an inferential process may be at work here.
If it can be momentarily assumed (on the basis of such findings) that certain animal
species may indeed have the capacity for basic cognitive skill, then could they also be capable of
having psychic (or psi) abilities such as extrasensory perception (ESP) and psychokinesis (PK, or
“mind over matter”)? To try and find out, parapsychologists have conducted a number of
experimental studies aimed at testing various animals – including mice, rats, fish, lizards, birds,
cats, dogs, and horses – for these abilities, with modest success being achieved in a number of
them (for a general review, see Ref. 11). To get a general sense of the findings, a concise
overview will be given here of some of the notable studies that have been conducted with the
types of animals that humans often adopt as personal pets and/or assistance animals – namely,
dogs, cats, birds, and horses.
Dogs
A number of stories have been told about the highly perceptive abilities that some dogs
(and other animals) seem to possess.12‐13 For instance, some people talk of their dogs having
seemingly become more anxious and hyperactive just before bad weather or a natural disaster
(such as an earthquake) strikes.12 Other people have also told how their dogs seemed to alert
them when someone is about to suffer a serious medical issue, such as an epileptic seizure or
low blood sugar levels.13,15 While many of these behaviors might simply be due to the greater
range of smell, vision, and hearing that dogs and other animals are known to have (relative to
those of humans)14‐15, there also have been certain stories which appear to be more difficult to
account for by purely conventional means.16‐18
One such story involved a small male mixed‐breed dog named Tony, raised from
puppyhood by the family of Mr. D.16,pp.14‐15 At one point, the family was going to move to East
Lansing, Michigan, from Aurora, Illinois, and they had to return Tony to the family who had first
given the dog to them. On the very same day that Mr. D. and his family set out on their car trip
to East Lansing, Tony suddenly disappeared. The dog was not seen again until six weeks later,
when he was suddenly found running circles around Mr. D.’s legs as he stood at a street corner
in East Lansing. One thing that Mr. D. had noticed which made him instantly identify this dog as
Tony was the custom‐fitted collar that Mr. D. had adjusted himself for Tony, which the dog was
still wearing. The dog’s peculiar stub tail and coat color pattern also seemed to offer indication
that this was indeed the dog that the family had left behind in Aurora several weeks before. It
was only after he wrote to the other family in Aurora that Mr. D. learned that Tony had went
missing, and the other family was so shocked to learn that the dog had turned up in East Lansing
that they had go there to see for themselves. Eventually, they too agreed with Mr. D.’s family
that this dog was indeed Tony.
How had Tony managed to find his family? How did he seemingly know where to go?
Accounts like this are representative of cases of “psi‐trailing,” where some pets have apparently
been able to track down their families (and/or mated animals) over exceedingly long distances
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and rejoin them, without having been given any clear clues as to the direction where they could
be found.16 If these pets are not simply following faint scent trails or other sensory clues, then
could they possibly be using psychic ability to find their family and mates?
Other people have told about how their dogs seem to be aware of when a particular
person in the family is coming home, before that person even arrives. One early account of this
can be found in the extensive collection of reported psychic experiences gathered by the late
parapsychologist Louisa Rhine:
A schoolboy in Wisconsin had a dog named Skippy who seemed to give evidence...of
awareness of his [human]’s return...Skippy was a beagle hound, but the odd one of his litter
because he was black and white and looked more like a rat terrier than a beagle.
John, the high school boy, lived halfway down the block on an east‐west street, and his school
was four blocks away on a north‐south street. The buildings were such that John, returning from
school, could not be seen from home until after he turned onto his own street. The dog spent
most of the day in the kitchen with John’s mother or sleeping in the box in John’s room. But just
before John would come home, which might be soon after 4 P.M., or, when he remained for gym,
anytime up till 6 P.M., Skippy would go to the window, paws on the sill, quivering with
excitement. A few minutes later, John would round the corner.19,p.119

This phenomenon continues to be reported by a select proportion of people: Surveys of
185 people with dogs in London and northwestern England find that approximately half of them
(52% and 46%, respectively) have claimed that their dog seems to mysteriously anticipate a
family member’s return home.20‐21 A survey of 69 people with dogs in Santa Cruz County,
California, found a similar percentage (45%).22 Could these dogs perhaps be psychically sensing
that their human is on their way home?
To consider that possibility, one would have to be fairly confident that these dogs are not
merely responding through more conventional means, which would include the following:
•
•

•

•

Routine Response – over time, the dogs may have gradually become more attune to their
human’s daily routine and/or schedule, and are simply following that regular pattern
through the day.
Sensory Clues – Through their relatively greater range of smell and hearing, the dogs may
be responding to the faint scent and/or sound of their human approaching home.
Alternately, the dogs may be picking up on visual clues being subtly given off by someone
else in the home who already knows the approximate time (in advance) of when the
person is expected to arrive home (this is known as the “Clever Hans” effect, named after
a horse in Germany that was claimed to exhibit exceptional mathematical ability, but was
eventually found to be responding only to the subtle visual clues being given off by the
people questioning him23).
Multiple Distractions – Rather than their human’s return, the reactions of the dogs may
simply be related to their behavioral tendency to regularly go sit and watch by the
window multiple times throughout the day because of other ordinary distractions which
draw their attention (such as other people, dogs, cats, or cars going by the home).
Selective Memory – In recalling the times when their dogs seemed to mysteriously
anticipate their human’s arrival, some people may only be remembering the times when
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their dog had correctly anticipated the arrival, and forgetting all the times when the dog
did not correctly anticipate it.
To see whether any of these conventional processes might account for the seemingly
mysterious anticipatory behavior displayed by these dogs, biologist Rupert Sheldrake had sought
to carry out some controlled experimental tests with two dogs in England that were said to
know when their humans were coming home.
One of these dogs was Jaytee, a male mixed‐breed terrier that had been adopted from
the Manchester Dogs’ Home by Ms. Pamela Smart when he was a puppy. Whenever she was
away at work, Pam would leave Jaytee with her parents, who lived next door to her. Over time,
Pam’s parents began noticing that around the time Pam was expected to arrive home from
work, Jaytee would often go to their front porch to sit and wait for her at the window. Initially
they assumed that Jaytee had developed a routine response – namely, that the dog had become
accustomed to Pam’s regular schedule and was simply responding to it (one of the conventional
processes mentioned above). But then they noticed that Jaytee continued to go to the window
and wait for Pam even when she began coming home at irregular times. It also seemed that
Jaytee began waiting for Pam when she was still several miles away from home, suggesting that
he was not likely responding to her scent or to the sound of her car as she came down the
street.
To examine Jaytee’s waiting behavior in a more controlled fashion, Sheldrake set up a
series of preliminary tests in which Pam was asked to set out from home, travel to destinations
located anywhere from a third of a mile to 30 miles away, and then later return home under
conditions that were aimed at ruling out some of the more obvious conventional processes
outlined above, as much as possible24: To minimize the likelihood that Jaytee’s waiting was
simply due to a routine response, Pam came home at various times of the day and night, without
any set pattern to her arrival. To exclude the possibility of sensory clues, Pam set out for home
from distances of several miles away (as noted above), and Jaytee’s behavior was carefully
monitored up until the time she got within sensory range. If Jaytee continued to correctly
anticipate Pam’s return even when she was still miles away from home, then this would
seemingly argue against the possibility that Jaytee was simply responding to her scent from afar
as she got closer to home. And to be sure that Jaytee wasn’t simply hearing the characteristic
sound of her car, Pam also walked, took a taxi/train, or rode her bike home during some of the
tests. To also be sure that they couldn’t inadvertently clue Jaytee in through a “Clever Hans”
effect, Pam’s parents were kept unaware of the times she was coming home.
During each of the tests, Pam kept a log of the time she left home and the time she
arrived back. Similarly, her parents noted down the times at which Jaytee seemed to begin
exhibiting his waiting behavior in a separate log. Later on, when these two logs were statistically
compared, a close positive relation between Pam’s travel time and Jaytee’s waiting time at the
window was found (Figure 1, on the next page) that is highly significant, with odds greater than
10,000 to one against chance.
To document Jaytee’s waiting behavior in a more objective fashion, additional tests were
conducted in which Pam was paged at random times to begin her return home (again to
minimize the likelihood of a routine response by Jaytee), and a video camera was trained upon
the window to record Jaytee’s actions during three separate time periods: the main period in
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which Pam was away, the 10‐minute period before she began returning home, and the first ten
minutes of her return trip home. Recording Jaytee in this manner also helped to exclude the
other conventional possibilities of selective memory (as the recording documents everything)
and multiple distractions (as it allowed one to determine whether Jaytee visited the window as
often throughout the day as when Pam was returning).25

Figure 1. Scatterplot graph comparing Pam’s travel time with Jaytee’s waiting time at the window. Each dot
in the graph represents an individual test, and the rising slope of the line shows the positive relational pattern
between the two sets of times. This pattern indicates that the times when Jaytee began waiting at the window
tended to occur fairly closely to the times when Pam had started her trip home. Based on data published by
Sheldrake & Smart (1998).24

Upon review, the video recording showed that Jaytee had spent significantly more time
at the window during Pam’s return trip home than during any of the other two time periods
(blue bars seen in Figure 2; next page), again with odds of about 10,000 to one against chance.25
These intriguing findings were met with some skepticism by psychologists Richard
Wiseman, Matthew Smith, and Julie Milton when they were initially published, and so in 1995,
Sheldrake invited them to independently repeat the tests with Jaytee to see if similar results
could be achieved.26 At first, the results obtained by Wiseman and his team did not appear to be
in line with Sheldrake’s findings. But then Sheldrake noticed that the design of their tests had
been largely influenced by an exaggerated description of Jaytee’s anticipatory reaction that had
been given in a media report: Instead of waiting at the window, Wiseman and his team had
assumed that Jaytee’s reaction was marked by the first moment he went to the window for
longer than two minutes. On this basis, they set their analytical focus solely upon this particular
moment, and ignored any data which were collected after it. When examined in this selective
manner, there appeared to be no clear indication of an anticipatory response by Jaytee. But
when all of the data collected by Wiseman and his team were taken into account and re‐
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analyzed using Sheldrake’s original statistical approach, it was found that their results were
actually consistent with those obtained by Sheldrake (red bars in Figure 2).27

Figure 2. Graph showing the average amount of that Jaytee had spent at the window during each of the
three time periods examined by Sheldrake (blue bars) and Wiseman’s team (red bars). Based on data reported by
Wiseman et al. (1998)26 and Sheldrake (1999).18,Appendix B

A few years later, Sheldrake conducted controlled tests with the other dog – a male
Rhodesian ridgeback named Kane, who was the personal pet of Ms. Sarah Hamlett.28 Similar to
the situation with Pam and Jaytee, Sarah’s partner Jason Hopwood had noticed that Kane would
often suddenly go to the front of their apartment and stand with his front paws on a low table
so that he could look out the window, as if he was expecting Sarah’s imminent return. And not
long after he would do this, Sarah would indeed arrive home. Like Jaytee, Kane would seem to
exhibit this mysterious anticipatory behavior even when Sarah came home at irregular times,
and when she was still several miles away from home. Jason didn’t think that he could have
subtly clued Kane as to when Sarah was coming home (through the “Clever Hans” effect)
because he often didn’t know the exact times she was returning, and Sarah often didn’t know
ahead of time when she would heading back home (which would seemingly argue against a
routine response by Kane).
To examine Kane’s waiting behavior in a controlled fashion, Sheldrake had set up a series
of tests that were very similar to those used in the tests with Jaytee: Sarah was asked to begin
her journey home at randomly‐determined times (to minimize the possibility of a routine
response), from locations that were several miles away (to exclude sensory clues). Jason was not
told when she would be arriving (again to prevent a “Clever Hans” effect), and a video camera
was focused on the front window to document all of Kane’s actions throughout the time that
Sarah was gone (again helping to exclude the possibilities of selective memory and multiple
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distractions). When reviewed, the video recording revealed that Kane spent significantly more
time at the window when Sarah was on her way home than at any other period (Figure 3), with
odds of about 5,000 to one against chance.

Figure 3. Graph showing the average amount of that Kane had spent at the window during each of the
three time periods examined by Sheldrake. Based on data reported by Sheldrake & Smart (2000).28

Taken together, the relative consistency in the anticipatory behaviors of Jaytee and Kane,
exhibited under similar conditions of control, seems to suggest that these two dogs were not
simply responding to purely conventional factors – something else appears to be at work here.
Could it really be canine ESP?
Other controlled experiments conducted with dogs seem to at least hold that possibility
open for consideration. For instance, in a series of tests conducted in the late 1950s, effort was
made to examine the clairvoyant ability seemingly exhibited by Chris, a mixed‐breed male dog
who was the personal pet of Mr. George Wood.29 Chris was initially claimed to have developed
notable counting ability, and could also reportedly guess the symbol order in shuffled packs of
Zener (i.e., ESP) cards. For each of the 25 cards in a given pack, the dog would guess the symbol
by pawing at George’s arm a certain number of times, with the number of pawings representing
a code for each of the five Zener card symbols (e.g., one pawing = circle, two pawings = cross,
etc.); the dog was rewarded with a bit of food after most of the test trials. Statistically significant
scoring was found in each of the two series of tests: In the exploratory series, George
encouraged Chris to make guesses on 500 individual Zener cards that had been thoroughly
shuffled and carefully concealed inside opaque envelopes by a separate person (which
prevented George from knowing the symbol sequence and potentially cluing Chris in on the
correct response through a “Clever Hans” effect). Overall, Chris had seemingly guessed 152 of
the 500 cards correctly, amounting to a 30.4% hit rate (whereas 20% would be expected by
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chance alone) with estimated odds greater than a million to one against chance. This result
motivated Remi Cadoret of the Duke University Parapsychology Laboratory to observe an
additional confirmatory series of tests with Chris. Here, Chris was found to have scored
significantly below chance (rather than above, as in the exploratory series), seemingly guessing
183 of the 1,079 cards correctly for a hit rate of 16.9%, which has estimated odds of about 80 to
one against chance.
In another experiment from the 1950s, J. B. Rhine (the head of the Parapsychology
Laboratory at Duke) was asked by a U.S. military contractor to test the ability of two female
German Shepherds (Binnie & Tessie) and their human handlers to locate hidden targets (empty
land mine casings, in this case) that had been carefully buried four inches down along a sandy
shoreline, underneath 6 to 12 inches of seawater.30 Even though the conditions seemed to
greatly lessen the likelihood that they could be detected by sight or smell, the two dog‐handler
teams were still able to accurately pinpoint the targets to a significant degree in 79 out of the
203 total test trials (amounting to a hit rate of 38.9%, where 20% was again expected by
chance), with odds greater than 1,000 to one. In contrast, 20 control test trials conducted with
the dogs resulted in only three accurate pinpoints of the target (a hit rate of 15%), which was
consistent with chance (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Graph showing the degree of accurate pinpointing (in terms of a hit rate percentage, with 95%
confidence intervals) of the buried mine shell targets by two German Shepherds, Binnie and Tessie, and their
handlers in three test series. The point labeled “All” represents the hit rate percentage across all three of the test
series combined. The red horizontal line at 20% represents the hit rate percentage expected by chance. Based on
data reported by Rhine (1971).30

While not offering any definitive conclusion, results of experiments like these would
seem to suggest that research on canine ESP may be worth pursuing further.
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Cats
Like dogs, some cats have been said to exhibit some extraordinary instances of “psi‐
trailing.” An example is the account of a male cat named Sugar, described in a collection of cases
gathered and examined by J. B. Rhine and his daughter Sally Feather:
Sugar was a cream‐colored cat with a Persian emphasis, raised from kittenhood by the family of
Mr. S. A. W., a school principal in Anderson, California. When Mr. and Mrs. W. and their ten‐year‐
old daughter were about to set out by automobile in 1951 for Oklahoma, they intended to take
Sugar with them. But the cat leaped from the car window, could not be caught (his fear of cars
was well known), and had to be left behind with neighbors who had Sugar’s litter‐mate. Fourteen
months later, according to Mrs. W., as she was standing in the cow barn with her back turned
toward an open window, a cat leaped on her shoulder. Although startled so that she brushed the
cat off her shoulder, she immediately remarked to her husband, “Sugar has come to see us.” The
identification was regarded as a joke until, a few days later, while stroking the cat, which had
made itself entirely at home, Mrs. W. felt a bone deformity on the left hip joint. The bone
extruded far enough that it was easily felt by passing the hand over the cat’s back. Mrs. W. then
recalled, as did other members of the family, that Sugar had had this peculiar bone deformity. At
this point, the family decided that the cat really was Sugar. But nothing was said between the W.
family and the neighbors back in California with whom Sugar had been left, so that, a few months
later, when this family visited Oklahoma, they exclaimed in surprise at encountering Sugar and
asked how the cat got there. They, too, remembered the bone deformity. On hearing the story
from the W. family, they revealed the fact that Sugar had stayed only about 16 to 18 days after
he had been left with them, but they had not had the heart to inform the W.’s that he had been
lost.16,p.13

Again one wonders: how did Sugar manage to find his family, over such a long distance?
It doesn’t seem likely that Sugar could’ve been following some kind of scent trace, as any such
trace (as faint as it would be from the beginning) would presumably have dissipated over the
course of a nearly three‐week period (when it seems Sugar had started off on his journey, as
inferred from the account).
Similar kinds of accounts are still occasionally heard about even in the present time: In
2013, for instance, the “Well Pets” blog section of The New York Times website included an
article describing the long journey home apparently made by a female tortoiseshell cat named
Holly, the pet of Bonnie and Jacob Richter.31 In November of 2012, the Richters had lost Holly
when she unexpectedly escaped from their R.V. parked at a rally in Daytona Beach, Florida. Two
months later, a cat resembling Holly was found in the backyard of a house located only about a
mile from the Richters’ own home in West Palm Beach, about 200 miles to the south. Apart from
having a matching coat color pattern, the clearest indicator which helped identify this cat as
Holly was the information contained in the cat’s implanted microchip. If Holly wasn’t simply
following faint scent trails, the Florida coastline, or other kinds of conventional sensory cues,
then how might she have found her way home? Could felines have their own form of ESP, as
well?
Although relatively fewer in number (compared to those done with dogs), there have
been at least a few controlled experiments that have been done to explore whether cats may
themselves have the capacity for ESP. The earliest experiment was reported by the late
parapsychologist Karlis Osis in 1952, which was aimed at examining whether some cats might be
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susceptible to subtle psychic connections with a human.32 To test this idea, Osis had put
together a small T‐shaped maze apparatus that a cat could run through. The cat would be
introduced into the apparatus through one of the open end tunnels along the upper cross‐bar
portion of the T, via a lengthy cardboard tube. The cat would then round the corners of the
maze and make its way around a few bumper obstacles to the narrow corridor at the bottom of
the T, where two bowls with food could be found. The cat would then presumably have to
choose which of the two food bowls to eat from, and in the process, a human observer watching
close by would attempt to psychically sway the cat’s decision toward one particular bowl
(randomly designated as the “target bowl”) over the other.33 To be more confident that the cat
was not being visually guided by the human observer’s reactions or “body language” (a form of
sensory clue), the observer sat inside a cubicle with a window made of dark plastic (allowing the
observer to see the cat, but not allowing the cat to see the observer) during half of the test
trials. Initial exploratory results with four different cats (Judy, Mika, Timmy, and Bobo) seemed
to be in line with a “swaying” effect, with the cats seeming to select the target bowl 54.2% of the
time (whereas 50% would be expected by chance); while a difference of only 4.2% seems a small
increment over chance, it is quite a significant one, with odds of about 2,000 to one.
Initially the cats seemed to perform well, but gradually their performance began to
decline over time, possibly due in part to the effects of habituation (i.e., the cats “getting used
to” the maze task) and bowl preference (i.e., the cats starting to regularly exhibit an apparent
preference for one particular bowl) that were difficult to overcome and avoid. However, in light
of the high scoring initially produced by these cats, it was predicted that a new set of cats might
also produce high scores when initially introduced to the task. This was indeed found with three
new cats (Vabuly, Chippy, and Susie), with odds of about 294 to one against chance.
A further attempt was made to better exclude conventional factors such as sensory clues
and more closely examine the possibility of ESP among the cats in a follow‐up experiment that
Osis reported a year after the first one.34 Here the cats were placed inside a similar kind of
apparatus consisting of a corridor leading to two partitioned areas, with each area having a food
bowl at their end. Only one of the bowls had food in it, which was randomly placed out of the
observer’s sight (by having the observer reach around a screen and empty the food from one of
two containers, without seeing which container held the food). This lack of knowledge about the
target bowl would allow ESP on the part of the cats to be tested a bit more clearly (where the
cats would presumably use clairvoyance to identify which of the two partitioned areas held the
target bowl). To further guarding against sensory clues being involved in the process, the bowls
were deep enough and placed far enough away so the cat could not visually see which bowl held
the food when allowed to enter the apparatus, and blown air from a large ventilating fan
directed toward the bowls helped push the scent of the food away from the cat’s direction.
Even under these conditions, the cats scored significantly above chance, seemingly
making 194 correct food bowl choices out of 340 total trials, with an estimated odds ratio of
about 110 to one (Figure 5; top of the next page). While again not offering any definitive
conclusion, these results would seem to suggest that further exploration of ESP in cats is
warranted.
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Figure 5. Graph showing the amount of correct food bowl choices (in terms of hit rate percentage, with
95% confidence intervals) made by the cats participating in three main tests. The point labeled “All” represents the
hit rate percentage across all three tests combined. The red horizontal line at 50% represents the hit rate
percentage expected by chance. Based on data reported by Osis & Foster (1953).34

At least one experiment has been done to explore whether cats might be capable of
psychokinesis, as well. This particular experiment was reported in 1970 by the late physicist
Helmut Schmidt, involving a PK test device consisting of a 200‐watt heat lamp that was being
controlled by a random number generator (RNG).35 The RNG’s binary‐bit output would produce
a string of random data (“1”s and “0”s) that could be likened to a series of electronic “coin‐flips,”
the outcomes of which would determine the activity of the lamp: Whenever the flip was “heads”
(arbitrarily represented by a “1”), the lamp would turn on. Whenever the flip was “tails” (a “0”),
the lamp turned off. Based on the preference for sitting in warm places (e.g., a sunny windowsill)
that cats are known to exhibit, the heat being emitted by this RNG‐controlled lamp became the
pleasant motivating stimulus for a cat to presumably utilize PK to its advantage in this particular
experiment (where an excess number of “heads” in the RNG output would mean that the lamp
would stay on longer and continue to warm the cat).
To test this idea, on cold afternoons Schmidt would briefly place a female cat (his own
personal pet) inside a small shack which had the heat lamp fixed inside it. The cat would
immediately go toward the lamp and sit next to it as it produced heat and warmed the shack at
sporadic intervals (based on the random “coin‐flip” output of the RNG).
Over the course of 9,000 individual test trials (or “coin‐flips”), it was found that the RNG
controlling the heat lamp did indeed begin to produce significantly more “heads” than the 50%
that would’ve been expected by chance, resulting in a total of 4,615 “heads” (51.3%) that’s
associated with an odds ratio of about 120 to one. This seems to suggest that feline PK may be
worth exploring further, as well.
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Birds
The idea that birds might possess and utilize some form of psychic ability partly stems
from the mystery surrounding the homing behavior that pigeons and other birds have exhibited
(where they’ve apparently been able to determine their geographic position and orient
themselves toward home, even after being released in unfamiliar territory).36 While a good
amount of mainstream research has begun to shed at least some light on this mystery (usually in
terms of an inherent biological sensitivity to the Earth’s magnetic field37‐38), some researchers
have pointed out that a lot of questions about this phenomenon still remain inadequately
answered, and possible psychic interpretations are still occasionally considered even today.39
At least one recent experiment, conducted by Rupert Sheldrake, has looked into the
possibility of psychic ability in birds. This experiment was designed to test the reported ESP
ability of a male African Grey parrot named N’kisi (pronounced “in‐key‐see”), the personal pet of
Ms. Aimée Morgana.40 Just as Irene Pepperberg had done with the Grey parrot Alex, Aimée had
trained N’kisi to speak, and by January of 2002, N’kisi had reportedly developed a vocabulary of
more than 700 words and could reportedly form basic sentences. In addition, Aimée noticed
that on more than one occasion, N’kisi would utter words that seemed to correspond with her
own personal thoughts, perceptions, and intentions at the moment. She cited the following as
an example:
I was in a room on a different floor, but I could hear him [i.e., N’kisi]. I was looking at a deck of
cards with individual pictures, and stopped at an image of a purple car. I was thinking it was an
amazing shade of purple. Upstairs he said at that instant, “Oh wow, look at the pretty
purple.”40,p.602

To explore a possible telepathic bond between them, a test situation was set up in which
N’kisi and Aimée were filmed by video camera in different rooms that were spaced 55 feet apart
and located on separate floors; Aimée acted as the telepathic “sender” in this case, while N’kisi
was the telepathic “receiver.” The ESP target material consisted of a thoroughly‐shuffled pile of
over 100 opaque envelopes, each of which contained a picture of an object that N’kisi had been
taught the name of. During each of the test trials (which lasted about two minutes each), Aimée
would select one of the envelopes from the pile, open it up, and silently concentrate on the
object shown in the target picture found inside. Any utterances that N’kisi made during the trial
were monitored through a baby monitor located in his room upstairs. If, in the course of the
two‐minute testing period, N’kisi seemingly managed to speak one or more specific words
relating to the object shown in the picture Aimée was viewing, the trial was considered a
success. Statistical analysis of the resulting data from all of the test trials did seem to indicate a
notable degree of correspondence between N’kisi’s utterances and the target pictures, with
odds of about 4,000 to one against chance. However, other researchers who’ve looked at the
results of this experiment have been concerned about the possibility that N’kisi may at times
exhibit a particular bias towards certain words (like “flower”) that he has learned, something
which could result in some of the correspondences arising purely through chance
coincidence.40,pp.615‐616 This is something which needs to be looked at further, and for this
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reason, the significant findings obtained with N’kisi should perhaps only be taken as tentative at
this point.
A few preliminary experiments have also explored the possibility of avian psychokinetic
ability, as well. Most of these experiments were conducted by French researcher René Peoc’h,
using 1 to 7‐day‐old chicks. In his first experiment41, Peoc’h took advantage of the imprinting
response displayed by newborn chicks, in which they begin to follow (and eventually become
attached to) the first moving object they see soon after hatching. This stems from the chicks’
natural instinct to follow the mother hen, leading them to treat the moving object as though it
was their mother. Soon after hatching, the chicks in the experiment were initially exposed (and
subsequently imprinted) to a tychoscope, a small, robot‐like mobile device controlled by an
RNG. The random output of the RNG would ordinarily cause the tychoscope to move erratically
around the test room in a wide and unpredictable way, and the aim of the experiment was to
see if the device would spend significantly more time in the vicinity of the chicks (and thus,
exhibit more of a bias toward one particular side of the test room – the side where the chicks’
pen was located); the latter would presumably entail a PK influence by the chicks upon the
behavior of the tychoscope. Statistical results did indeed indicate that the tychoscope spent two
and a half times longer in the vicinity of the chicks (as compared to when the pen was empty,
and the chicks weren’t present), with odds greater than 1,000 to one against chance.
For the second experiment42, Peoc’h took advantage of the chicks’ apparent dislike of
being enclosed in a dark room during the day. The top of the tychoscope was fitted with a small
light to provide illumination, and the aim was again to see if the device would spend significantly
more time in the vicinity of the chicks’ pen on one side of the test room (where the chicks would
receive light). Such a biased pattern was again indicated by the results, revealing that the
tychoscope spent more time near the chicks’ pen in 71% of the test trials. This pattern was
notable compared to the tychoscope’s behavior during control trials, with odds greater than 100
to one.
While these results seem to lend some support to the possibility of an avian PK effect, it
is also important to recognize that they are mainly limited to Peoc’h at this point, as the few
other attempts that have been made to independently duplicate them have so far not been too
successful.43‐44 Thus, it is best to reserve judgment on the matter of avian PK until further
clarifying data are gathered.
Horses
There has been one notable attempt made to explore the possibility of psychic ability in
horses, which was done by J. B. Rhine and his wife Louisa in the late 1920s.45 They made a field
study of the claimed abilities of a young female horse named Lady, raised and trained by a
woman known as Mrs. Fonda. Similar to the claims made about Clever Hans, Lady was said to be
highly intelligent, being capable of solving simple arithmetic and answering questions posed to
her by Mrs. Fonda and other people around her. Her responses would come in the form of
indicating a number or spelling out a word from an array of children’s letter/number blocks that
would be spread out on a small table set before her (where she would indicate the relevant
blocks by lightly touching them with her nose). Mrs. Fonda further claimed that some of Lady’s
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responses would seemingly come telepathically, reflecting the response that Mrs. Fonda had in
her own mind at the time (leading her to think that Lady was “reading her mind”).
Of course, in order to determine whether Lady did possess some form of psychic ability,
it was important to try and rule out a “Clever Hans” effect in this case: Most of the responses
given by Lady were done through the urging and encouragement of Mrs. Fonda, and one
alternate possibility is that Lady was being subtly clued in to the correct response through slight
voice or “body language” cues being given off by Mrs. Fonda. In order to minimize the likelihood
of this possibility, a series of tests were conducted in which questions were posed to Lady by the
Rhines while the horse’s proximity to Mrs. Fonda was gradually extended farther away and/or
impeded through the use of sensory barriers. In some of the tests, for instance, questions were
asked to Lady while Mrs. Fonda stayed silent and was hidden behind an opaque screen, out of
the horse’s direct line of view. In other tests, Mrs. Fonda was not told the correct answer to the
question so that she could not subtly convey it to Lady. Despite these conditions, Lady was
seemingly able to respond correctly nearly half of the time (44.9%). One rather intriguing thing
that was noticed in the course of the tests was that Lady’s successful performance seemed to be
correlated with a fairly relaxed and passive state, overtly marked by Lady’s drooped head,
lowered eyelids, and relaxed nostrils. This appears to be reminiscent of human ESP tests, where
studies have found that a relaxed and passive state also tends to correlate with successful ESP
performance.46,pp.451‐457
Although these initial results with Lady seemed somewhat promising, they unfortunately
did not persist. When the Rhines made a follow‐up visit to Mrs. Fonda a year later, they found
that Lady’s performance had greatly declined, to the point that it seemed that she was unable to
give many correct answers without being clued in through subtly visual cues (in the form of body
movements) being given off by Mrs. Fonda.47 In short, it seemed to the Rhines that any ESP
ability which Lady may have possessed in the beginning had now been replaced by a “Clever
Hans” effect. This has had the effect of leaving the question of equine ESP open and unresolved
so far.
Animals and the Question of Life After Death
If it can be momentarily assumed (on the basis of some of the experimental findings
touched upon here) that some dogs and cats may indeed be capable of ESP and psychokinesis,
then might they also be capable of surviving beyond the moment of death? A recent survey
suggests that a sizable proportion of people seems to think so: Of the 472 individuals in the
survey who expressed a personal belief in a human afterlife, 73.3% of them also professed a
belief in an afterlife for animals, as well; this belief was most widely held for common
companion and assistance animals such as dogs, cats, and horses.48
While they’re not as plentiful in number as those for human figures, there have been a
fair amount of reported encounters with apparitions of these types of animals. One example
comes from Mrs. Glasson, a nurse who was working the night shift in a British hospital: She’d
been sitting at a table in the kitchen area of one of the medical wards, writing to her fiancé
when she had the encounter, which she initially related to British psychical researcher Andrew
MacKenzie in the following manner:
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Suddenly I felt the calf of my leg gripped firmly, yet gently, in the teeth of some animal. Startled,
yet somehow not feeling actual fear, I looked down and saw standing by my chair a black shaggy
dog of uncertain breed. Its front half looked something like a Spaniel, and its back half was
distinctly Pom (Pomeranian) like – slim legs with bushy skirts, and a curled tail carried over its
back...
All my life I have loved animals, but up to that particular period, had never owned one. Nor
did I know anyone else who owned a dog of similar appearance to the apparition that I was
gazing at. The dog did not look up at me but just stood there by my side looking straight in front
of it; and as I continued to look down at it in petrified amazement, it slowly began to fade away.
The manner of its fading was a sort of dissolving. From a solid black form it became thinner and
of a whitish transparency until it disappeared completely.49,pp.91‐92

Later when MacKenzie asked her for further details, Mrs. Glasson added:
The time was between midnight and 1 A.M....My state of mind was completely relaxed, and I had
written perhaps half a page when this nip on my leg occurred. My instantaneous startled reaction
when I looked down and saw the dog was “A dog! In the hospital! How on earth did it get in?”
I was stunned for I had not heard a sound, which was why I stared in petrified astonishment,
not even attempting to touch it, and when it began to fade before my eyes I was even more
petrified.
I was not paused in thought, but was actually writing when the dog nipped me. I can feel that
nip yet, firm, unmistakable yet gentle, so obviously made just to draw my attention.49,p.92

Mrs. Glasson married her fiancé shortly after and in her busy life, had forgotten about the
experience until about year later, when she came across an advertisement in the newspaper
that was looking for a good home for a dog named Pat. When she eventually responded to it and
was shown Pat, she instantly recognized him as the dog she’d seen in spectral form that very
night in the hospital. Like the spectral dog she’d seen, Pat looked half Spaniel in the front and
half Pomeranian in the back. Feeling that it was to be, Mrs. Glasson adopted Pat and cared for
him for fourteen happy years.
Another intriguing example of a canine apparition comes from the late British psychical
researcher Tony Cornell, which happened to be an encounter that occurred close to home for
him, as it involved Boozer, his family’s beloved female Boxer‐Labrador mix.50,pp.127‐129 Boozer had
been a part of Cornell’s family for 12 years, and had grown rather closely attached to his mother.
Sadly, in her advanced age, Boozer had gradually developed declining health symptoms which
led his family to make the difficult decision of putting the dog to sleep. Upon returning from the
veterinarian’s office immediately afterward, Cornell’s mother asked him if Boozer had somehow
escaped, as she insisted that she saw the dog about ten minutes or so before he’d arrived. When
asked further about it, his mother stated that she had seen a dog that looked exactly like Boozer,
which had come in through the open kitchen door of their home. The dog simply looked at her
for a few moments, and then began glancing back at its rear left leg. The dog then ran back out
the door and into the garden, where it quickly disappeared. It was later revealed that the
veterinarian had administered the euthanasia dose through Boozer’s rear left leg – something
that Cornell’s mother had not been aware of at the time she’d had her spectral encounter. Many
spontaneous apparitional experiences often take the form of a crisis apparition – that is, the
spectral figure of a certain individual is often witnessed at a time when that particular individual
is facing a personal crisis (for instance, they may have been in an accident, they may be seriously
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ill, or they may have had a close brush with death).49,52 It’s interesting to note that this
encounter involving Boozer appears to represent a canine crisis apparition.
Apparitions of cats are also reportedly encountered from time‐to‐time, as well;
sometimes they might be said to be simple sensations of an unseen presence, as in the following
account from a collection of apparition cases gathered by afterlife researcher Dianne Arcangel:
I worked unusual hours and took a long nap in the early afternoon. When my cat was alive, she
would jump up on the foot of the bed and sleep with me. After she died, she continued to do so.
As soon as I settled into bed, I felt it jiggle, then I’d feel her next to me. It was comforting to know
she was still around. The experiences continued on an irregular basis until I changed beds many
years later.51,p.30

Other times, they might be sightings of full feline figures, as in the following account from a
collection of cases gathered by British researchers Celia Green and Charles McCreery, which tells
of a ghostly cat seen by members of a family at various times in their home:
About two years ago, during some alterations, I was moved to another downstairs room in
which are some large leather covered chairs and a settee. I saw what appeared to be a large
black cat jump down from the arm of these chairs and rush out of the door several times before I
told my 19‐year‐old daughter – who said she had seen it, too. Several times after that, we both
saw it together at the same time. We would compare notes as to the route it had taken. Not
always from the chairs, sometimes it came from a corner of the room, scuttled across the hearth,
and into the other corner where the door is – just disappearing there.
We didn’t tell anyone – for one reason we were afraid we should never get any more
domestic help if they thought the house was haunted! However, one day the daily help said to
me, “I think I must be going daft; I keep thinking I see your cat jump down out of that chair when
I come in here.” (We have a large black cat.) Then later a new living‐in help said, “Have you got
two cats? Because I could have sworn one rushed past me in the passage, but when I got to the
kitchen, he was lying asleep. (We have only the one cat!) I didn’t tell her; it’s hard enough to get
them as it is!
Last night I told my husband....[w]hen he suddenly said, “Oh, that cat. I’ve often seen a black
shadow like that in the conservatory, but I’ve never said anything because I wasn’t sure enough
of what it was and you would only be nervous, anyway.”
...It seems very frightened of people and scuttles off just as cats do when they are
startled.52,pp.63‐64

From these examples, it would seem that canine and feline apparitional experiences can
(and do) occasionally contain aspects that are quite similar to those that have been noted for
experiences involving human figures.49,52‐53 These can include the following:
•
•
•
•

Like human spectral figures, canine and feline apparitions may be perceived as being solid and life‐like,
even to the point where they might momentarily be mistaken for real living animals;
In some cases, canine and feline apparitions may be collectively perceived, either by two (or more)
witnesses at the same time, or by different witnesses in relatively close succession to one another;
Canine and feline apparitions may be experienced during the day as well as night; and
Some canine and feline apparitional experiences may contain a possible psychic component (as Mrs.
Glasson’s and Cornell’s experiences would seem to suggest).
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If some dogs and cats are capable of psychic ability, then one might wonder whether
they might also be capable of having something akin to apparitional experiences. On the surface,
there would appear to be some indirect hints of this possibility, one of which comes from the
annals of psychical research: Back in the late 1800s, the members of the Society for Psychical
Research (SPR) in England had conducted a broad public survey called the “Census of
Hallucinations,” in which 17,000 people were asked whether they’d ever had an apparitional
experience.54 Roughly 1 in 10 people had answered “yes,” and in a small proportion of the
reported experiences (27 of them), the respondents mentioned that they’d had a companion
animal with them at the time. And in 15 of those 27 experiences (55.5%), the respondent said
that the animal seemed to share in the experience with them; this was inferred from
observations of the animal’s behavior (for instance, a dog might seem to growl or bark at
something unseen).54,p.326 One illustrative example of such an experience comes from British
author Andrew Lang55, in reference to a case documented by the SPR.56,pp.115‐116 This case
involved an old house occupied by the family of Mr. Rokeby, who was a friend of Lang’s. Over
the course of five years, the family reportedly experienced a variety of haunt‐related
phenomena in the home that included mysterious noises & vibrations, objects being moved,
sensations of being watched, and sightings of a spectral lady dressed in grey muslin. On one
particular evening, Mr. Rokeby was sitting alone smoking in the dining room when the family’s
pet collie
...began to bristle up his hair, and bark. Mr. Rokeby looked up and saw the woman in grey, with
about half of the figure passed through the slightly open door. He ran to the door, but she was
gone, and the servants were engaged in their usual business.55,pp.197‐198

Another hint comes from a field investigation conducted by the late parapsychologist
Robert Morris in the 1970s, in which he brought four animals (a dog, a cat, a rat, and a
rattlesnake) along to an allegedly haunted home in order to gauge their reactions (if any) to the
ghostly phenomena that were said to be occurring there. He placed each of the animals one at a
time in the specific room of the house where the haunt phenomena were supposedly
concentrated, and then he closely observed them to see how each of them behaved. The dog,
the cat, and the snake appeared to exhibit the most overt reactions: The dog snarled at nothing
present and would not stay in the room, while the cat would hiss at a seemingly unoccupied
chair. Similar to the cat, the rattlesnake curled into the strike position when placed near the
same chair. The rat exhibited no clear reaction to the room, however. In addition, none of the
animals seemed to exhibit any response when placed in other rooms of the home.57,p.50
It seems that there could be two conventional explanations which might account for
some of this seemingly odd behavior: One is that it’s simply due to a “Clever Hans” effect, where
the animal is simply being cued in by the responses of the humans around it. Another has to do
with one of the currently working theories regarding haunts, in which it’s proposed (on the basis
of laboratory findings58‐59) that some of the phenomena which people experience in allegedly
haunted sites may be related to prolonged exposure to the extreme geophysical properties (e.g.,
strong magnetic fields, increased atmospheric ionization, and large swings in temperature and
humidity) that have been found at these sites, which may come to gradually affect a person’s
brain functioning and produce mild sensory hallucinations that people might interpret as being
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related to ghostly activity.60‐61 If these extreme geophysical properties also happen to have a
similar effect upon the brains of animals, then perhaps they might induce sensory hallucinations
that the animals are reacting to, as well. This might also seem sensible if some animals happen
to possess heightened senses (relative to those of humans), something which might account for
the apparent ability of some dogs and cats to detect earthquakes14, the subtle onset of health
issues15, and even the approach of death62 (where the animals may simply be responding to
subtle sensory stimuli that lie outside the range of the human senses to detect). But can these
explanations adequately account for all such odd behavioral displays?
At least one study seems to offer suggestion that a psychic component could be involved,
in some cases. This study, also conducted by Robert Morris and other members of the Psychical
Research Foundation in the 1970s63, was aimed at exploring the question of whether there is
something tangible which actually leaves one’s body during a reported out‐of‐body experience
(OBE). To do this, Morris and his colleagues placed various people, animals, and physical
instruments in certain rooms to see if they could possibly “sense” or “detect” the out‐of‐body
“presence” of psychologist Keith Harary (who at the time was a psychology student with a
professed adeptness for willfully self‐inducing OBEs) while Harary was trying to visit those rooms
in his out‐of‐body form at randomly‐determined times. Generally, most of these designated
“detectors” were unable to clearly “detect” Harary’s supposed out‐of‐body “presence,” although
some rather intriguing isolated findings did emerge, including one seemingly involving an animal
“detector.”
This particular “detector” was Spirit, a kitten that shared a close bond with Harary (being
his own personal pet). During the test trials, Morris placed Spirit inside an open enclosure with a
grid of 24 numbered squares marked along its floor. He then proceeded to carefully observe
Spirit’s behavior throughout the duration of the trial, noting how vocal the kitten was (i.e., how
often he “meowed”) and counting how many of the squares he walked across.
At the same time, in a separate building about a quarter of a mile away, Harary was
being monitored by the staff and was asked (at randomly‐determined intervals) to either silently
relax, or to try and induce an OBE at will. Upon successfully inducing an OBE, he would seek to
“astrally project” himself to the room where Spirit was located (and, in a sense, pay Spirit an
astral “visit” in his out‐of‐body form).
On average, Spirit appeared to be significantly less vocal (i.e., he “meowed” less) and
significantly less mobile (i.e., he did not cross as many squares on the floor of the enclosure)
during the precise times when Harary was trying to “visit” the cat, as compared to the times
when he was not trying to visit, with odds greater than 200 and 100 to one against chance,
respectively. And in fact, Spirit was noted to have not “meowed” even once during the “visit”
periods (while he was quite vocal at other times)! These results suggest that the kitten was
indeed responding to something – could it have been Harary’s out‐of‐body form? That remains
to be one possibility, among others.
Conclusion
Several of the studies we’ve looked at here seem to offer some intriguing results,
suggesting that psychic ability on the part of some dogs, cats, birds, and horses could be worth
considering and exploring further. One thing which also seems to be implied by these results
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(which some researchers have noticed, as well11) is that the bond between animal and human
can be quite important, perhaps serving as one mediating factor for the psychic response of the
animal (as psi‐“trailing,” dogs waiting for their humans to return home, cats responding to a
human’s mental influences, and a feline “response” to its human’s supposed out‐of‐body
“presence” would all seem to suggest).
This also raises the question: Just whose psychic ability is at work here – the animal’s, or
the human’s (which the animal is indirectly responding to)? Initially, at least a few of the findings
(e.g., the cats seemingly selecting the target food bowl by clairvoyance, and the OBE
“responses” of Spirit) would seem to imply that it is indeed the animal’s, although this question
needs to be explored further in order to provide a more conclusive basis for this. But for now,
these findings seem to provide some reason for thinking that our beloved pets and companion
animals may actually be capable of more than we might think.
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